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KRS, S. Tavoularis, R. Henry & S. Corrsin: Temperature fluctuations and scales
in grid-generated turbulence, J. Fluid Mech. 100, 597-621 (1980)

GC-B’s Doctoral thesis on 
Turbulent Channel Flow (1963), 

translated into English as an ARC 
Report by P. Bradshaw



Helium at 4.2 K, νννν = 2x10-8 (air: 1.5x10 -5)



superfluidity

Phase diagram of helium

The superfluid flow without friction (like a perfect  fluid)
and has spontaneously generated thin vortex structu res 

(resembling the ideal vortex lines)



Phenomenological model for He II
Superfluid: density ρs, velocity vs, no 
viscosity, no entropy, Euler fluid
Normal fluid: density ρn, velocity vn, 
carries viscosity and entropy, Navier
Stokes fluid

“coexisting but non-interacting and interpenetrating”
Landau: “We particularly emphasize that there is no division of the real 
particles of the liquid into “superfluid” and “normal” ones…which is a no 
more than a manner of expression…”

F. London 1900-1954 L. Tisza 1907-2009 L.D. Landau 1908-1968

1962
Nobel
Prize



Wave function: ψ=ψ0 exp (iφ(r)), ψ0 → 0 as r → 0 and → 1 as r → ∞

Velocity is the gradient of φ(r). The increment of its gradient over 
any closed path must be a multiple of 2π, for the wave function to 
remain single valued.

“Thus, the well-known invariant called hydrodynamic circulation is 
quantized; the quantum of circulation is h/m.”

Onsager (1949)

Onsager
1903-1976
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Except for a few angstroms from the center of 
the core, the laws obeyed are those of classical 
hydrodynamics [e.g., Biot-Savart].

R.P. Feynman: 1918-1988

If … two oppositely directed 
sections of [vortex] line approach 
closely, … the lines  (which are 
under tension) may snap together 
and join connections a new way …

Prog. Low Temp. Phys. 1, 17 (1955)



Carlo Barenghi and colleagues



High-intensity vortex structures in 
homogeneous and isotropic turbulence 
(Vincenti & Meneguzzi 1991)

Vortex tangles (“superfluid turbulence”)  by Tsubota, 
Araki & Nemirovskii 2000); pioneering simulations by 
K.W. Schwarz (1985)
Microscopic details of reconnection were explored 
by J. Koplik and H. Levine, Phys. Rev. Lett. 71, 
1375 (1993), by solving the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation with quadratic nonlinearity ─ which is a 
good model for the wavefunction in BEC.

Nature of superfluid turbulence, its connection to classical turbulence



superfluidity

Phase diagram of helium

GC-B @ ~ 1 K?



The energy decay in classical turbulence

1. Energy decay (definition)
d/dt <u 2> = −−−−2ε2ε2ε2ε

2. Dissipative anomaly 
(empirical)

<ε><ε><ε><ε> = C<u2>3/2/ΛΛΛΛ

O(1)

ΛΛΛΛ grows with time as a power law

ΛΛΛΛ grows with time and could, 
at some point, be limited by 
the apparatus width, d. It is 
reasonable to assume that ΛΛΛΛ
= constant = d.

Consequences

1. <ε> = d2t−3

2. Using the exact 
relation

<ε> = ν<ω2>,
we obtain

<ω2>1/2 = (d/ν1/2) t−3/2.



The apparatus for helium II grid turbulence
(R.J. Donnelly, S. Stalp, J.J. Niemela, W.F. Vinen, et al.)
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In simulations: 

• C. Nore, M. Abid & M.E. 
Brachet, Phys. Rev. Lett. 78, 
3896 (1997)
• T. Araki, M. Tsubota & S.K. 
Nemirovskii, Phys. Rev. Lett.
89, 145301 (2002)
• M. Kobayashi & M. Tsubota, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 065302 
(2005)
• P.E. Roche et al. Europhys. 
Lett. 77, 66002 (2007)

Superfluid turbulence in Karman flow: 
J. Maurer & P. Tabeling, Europhys. Lett. 43, 29 (1998)

Obvious? Surprising?



The left panel shows a suspension of hydrogen particles just above the transition 
temperature. The right panel shows similar hydrogen particles after the fluid was 
cooled below the lambda point. Some particles have collected along filaments, 
while other are randomly distributed as before.  Fewer free particles are apparent 
on the right only because the light intensity was reduced to highlight the brighter 
filaments in the image. Volume fraction ≅ 3X10-5.

G.P. Bewley, D.P. Lathrop & KRS, Nature 441, 558 (2006)

~50 mK above T λλλλ

50 years on…

~50 mK below T λλλλ~50 mK above T λλλλ



Requirements on particle properties

• Must be small enough to follow the flow with fidelity (i.e., must respond to the 
smallest scales of the flow with fast response); in particular, must have the 
same density as the fluid (e.g., Maxey & Riley, Phys. Fluids 26, 883 (1983))
• Must be large enough to be imaged with ‘usable’ illumination and detection 
equipment
• Must not cluster

In liquid helium

• Because of small apparatus and large Reynolds numbers, small scales are 
smaller than in water, demands on fidelity are higher; in particular, helium I has 
a density of 1/8 that of water 
• Very small particles cannot be imaged
• Mutual attraction of particles and clustering cannot be suppressed by using 
surfactants as in water.

Particles that have worked

Nearly neutral particles of frozen mixtures of helium and hydrogen.

Bewley, Lathrop & KRS, Nature 441, 558 (2006); Experiments in 
Fluids 44, 887 (2008); Paoletti, Fiorito, KRS & Lathrop, J. Phys. Soc. 
Jpn 77, 80702 (2008)

What kind of particles?

Greg Bewley

Matt Paoletti

Dan Lathrop



a

Images of hydrogen particles suspended in liquid helium, taken at 50 ms intervals, for t > t0. 
Some particles are trapped on quantized vortex cores, while others are randomly distributed 
in the fluid. Before reconnection, particles drift collectively with the background flow. 
Subsequent frames show reconnection as the sudden motion of a group of particles. 

Schematic of cores of reconnecting vortices before and and after reconnection at t > to.

t = t0 schematic

measurement

Bewley, Poaletti, KRS & Lathrop, PNAS 105, 13707 (2008)

Define delta

reconnection movie 2.avi



Pr(v) dv = Pr(t) dt
v = κ(t − t0)−0.5

Pr(v) ~ |v|−3

No instances (away from solid boundary) where power -law tails 
exist for velocity distributions in classical turbu lence.

Even by conditioning velocity PDFs on intense vortic ity in classical 
turbulence, one finds no sign of anything other tha n a Gaussian.

Nearly homogeneous turbulence following a counterflow

Paoletti, Fisher, KRS & Lathrop, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2008)



Comparisons of classical and superfluid turbulence

Classical turbulence (3D)

• Velocity distribution is nearly normal

• The role of reconnections is not 
clear

• Vortex stretching plays a key role in 
scale-to-scale energy transfer

• Energy dissipation occurs because 
of fluid viscosity

Superfluid turbulence (helium II)

• Velocity distribution follows a power 
law

• Reconnections plays a crucial role

• Quantization of circulation imposes            
severe restrictions on the stretching of 
vortex line elements

• Dissipation mechanism is not well 
understood

• −5/3 slope in the spectral form is common
• Decay law is the same as in classical turbulence 
• The concept of eddy viscosity seems to apply in the decaying case

Only beginnings have been made to understand these as pects

Yet…



S.Z. Alamri, A.J. Youd & C.F. Barenghi



Thank you for 
your attention



δ(t) = Aκ(t-t0)α

dimensional analysis: α = 1/2

Alternatively:
δ(t) = Aκ(t-t0)1/2[1+c(t-t0)]

Paoletti, Fisher, KRS & Lathrop, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2008)

Reconnection statistics are time reversible?



Reconnecting vortex lines at the moment of 
reconnection, t0, and before and after to.

Two vortices of opposite sign, which are attracted to each other, 
collide, splice parts of one to parts of the other, and move away 

from each other in a different direction.



From Van Dyke’s Album



Vortices in classical fluids are macroscopic in 
scale (tens of centimeters thick in the 
previous example, perhaps mm-sized in 
laboratory flows). In both instances, vortex 
reconnection is strongly influenced by core 
dynamics and viscosity.

Helium II has superfluidity and vortices are ~ 
one Angstrom thick (atomic dimension), and 
the physics is less complex.



Comparisons of classical and superfluid turbulence

Classical turbulence (3D)

• Vortex stretching plays a key role in 
scale-to-scale energy transfer

• Velocity distribution is nearly normal

• The role of reconnections is not 
clear

• Energy dissipation occurs because 
of fluid viscosity

Superfluid turbulence (helium II)

• Quantization of circulation imposes            
severe restrictions on the stretching of 
vortex line elements

• Velocity distribution follows a power 
law

• Reconnections plays a crucial role

•Dissipation mechanism is not well 
understood

• −5/3 slope in the spectral form is common
• Decay law is the same as in classical turbulence 
• The concept of eddy viscosity seems to apply in the decaying case

Only beginnings have been made to understand these as pects

Yet…



Brief chronological developments
1. 1950’s: Hall and Vinen (indirect 

inference)
2. Late 1980’s: Schwarz, Koplik, etc (vortex 

dynamics)
3. Mid-2000’s: Visualization, measurements



(with advice from W.F. Vinen, J.J. Niemela)



The left panel shows an example of particles arranged along vertical lines 
when the system is rotating steadily about the vertical axis. The spacing of 
lines is remarkably uniform, although there are occasional distortions of the 
lattice and possible points of intersection. Their number follows Feynman’s 
rule pretty well.

Number of vortices



turbulence-generating grid
(as in Comte-Bellot & Corrsin)



Walmsley, Golov, Hall, Levchenko & Vinen





sphere is trapped by vortex

For a discussion of interaction between the fluid and particles in He II, 
see Sergeev, Barenghi & Kivotides, Phys. Rev. B 74,184506 (2006); 
the simulations shown are by these authors.



sphere escapes vortex
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The ratio of the mutual friction force per unit length of a vortex to the drag on a 
particle trapped on the line. At about 2.17 K, the particle drag is equal to mutual 
friction if neighboring particles are about ten diameters apart.
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αααα = particle spacing/particle diameter



Particles are not always passive tracers!



Summary
1. Using neutral particles of hydrogen-helium 

mixture, it has been possible to visualize 
superfluid vortex lines (and rings), and study 
their properties such as reconnection and 
decay.

2. These particles are not always passive so 
there is scope for further work. Interesting 
problems of particle-vortex interactions need 
to be studied further.

3. The superfluid turbulence appears to have the 
same spectral density in the inertial range as 
classical turbulence, posing interesting 
questions on the role of vortex stretching, 
dissipation mechanisms, etc.



The right panel shows an example of particles arranged along vertical lines 
when the system is rotating steadily about the vertical axis. The spacing of 
lines is remarkably uniform, although there are occasional distortions of the 
lattice and possible points of intersection.



Turbulence behind grids

U

nearly isotropic 
turbulence is 

generated.

grid turbulence in air: Corke & Nagib

square grid of bars

tank of water



Feynman’s rule
n t ≅≅≅≅ 2000ΩΩΩΩ

s

s

s√3

rad/sec



Some 850 references



Shelley, Meiron & Orszag
JFM 246, 613-652 (1993)



R.P. Feynman, Prog. Low Temp. Phys. (1955)

technique not suitable for 
visualizing tangled vortices

indirectly inferred by Hall & Vinen, Proc. Roy. 
Soc. A238, 204 (1956)



Velocity PDFs conditioned on strong vorticity





Because superfluid vorticity decays 
as t−3/2, just as does classical 
vorticity, and the observed prefactors
are as expected, the notion arises 
that the two turbulence fields are 
coupled in a range of scales. This is 
the hypothesis of coupled vorticity
(Barenghi, Donnelly, Niemela, KRS, 
Vinen, Volovik, etc)
Obviously different mechanisms 
operate on dissipative scales:

• Vinen, Phys. Rev. B 61, 1410 
(2000)
• Vinen, Tsubota & Mitani, PRL, 91, 
135301 (2003)
• L’vov, Nazarenko & Volovik, JETP 
Lett. 80, 546 (2004)
• Kozik & Svistunov, Phys. Rev. Lett. 
92, 172505 (2005)
• L’vov, Nazarenko and Rudenko, 
Phys. Rev. B 76, 024520 (2007)
• Walmsley, Golov, Hall, Levchenko
and Vinen, PRL 99, 265302 (2007)



Selected references on reconnection dynamics in cla ssical fluids
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Some references on simulation of vortex dynamics and vortex 
reconnection in the superfluid state
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Viscous effects, core dynamics
(superfluid helium II: no viscosity, diameter ~ few an gstrom)




